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Abstract
Historical archival records present many challenges for OCR
systems to correctly encode their content, due to visual complexity,
e.g. mixed printed text and handwritten annotations, paper
degradation and faded ink. This paper addresses the problem of
automatic identification and separation of handwritten and printed
text in historical archival documents, including the creation of an
artificial pixel-level annotated dataset and the presentation of a
new FCN-based model trained on historical data. Initial test
results indicate 18% IoU performance improvement on recognition
of printed pixels and 10% IoU performance improvement on
recognition of handwritten pixels in synthesised data when
compared to the state-of-the-art trained on modern documents.
Furthermore, an extrinsic OCR-based evaluation on the printed
layer extracted from real historical documents shows 26%
performance increase.

Motivation and Problem Statement
During the last years, proper archival management has
received much attention from historians and historical research
communities. The two world wars, numerous revolutions and
conflicts in the 20th century, as well as the ageing of documents
have caused a huge loss of archival information, and thus,
negatively affected the possibility to reveal knowledge about
certain historical events. One of the ways to protect cultural
heritage is through digitisation and transcription of archival
materials, and thereby, the development of an open information
society where archival content is easily retrievable, accessible and
publicly available.
Accessing knowledge hidden in archival records is also one
of the initial steps and a fundamental building block of the
“Pilotprojekt zur Transformation der Wiedergutmachung”1 [Pilot
Project for Transformation of Reparations] (referred to as WGM in
the rest of this paper). This project is centred around archival
documents from the reparation process and reparation cases filed
after the year 1945, in the state of Baden-Württemberg, Germany.
The records contain information about one of the darkest passages
in German history — first-hand knowledge about crimes towards
people, persecuted and discriminated on account of their ethnicity,
religion, political belief and sexual orientation during the rule of
the National Socialist Regime. The content of these documents is
of paramount importance both for scientific research and for the
general public, including the descendants of the victims and
survivors. Making this information publicly accessible and
retrievable can provide historians with a great resource to explore
the repressive apparatus and the interrelated Nazi policies of
exclusion and destruction. Reconstructing lives of the victims of
1

National Socialist injustice through biographical information
hidden in the archival documents is also of utmost importance to
the relatives of the victims, as well as the civil society.
Automatic processing of documents, in particular, the
provision of transcripts of millions of scanned documents via
optical character recognition (OCR) systems, speeds up and
simplifies the process of information retrieval immensely. Due to
the different visual appearance and structural properties of
machine-printed and handwritten text, most OCR systems are
specialised in recognition of either printed or handwritten text [1].
Moreover, archival records — various manuscript materials,
journals with handwritten notes in the margins, forms and tables
filled out by hand — consist of large amounts of mixed text, where
areas of handwritten and machine-printed text are very close to
each other or even overlapping (see Fig. 1). Therefore, in order to
increase OCR quality, printed and handwritten parts in scanned
documents have to be identified and separated before using the
respective recognition system, i.e., printed or handwritten OCR
[2].

Figure 1. A sample from “Wiedergutmachung” scanned documents, with
overlapping machine printed and handwritten text

Research has been conducted on separation of handwritten
and printed text, but the conventional methods in this area have
some significant limitations (e.g., [2-4]). Most of them tend to be
ineffective, showing low accuracy in cases where machine-printed
and handwritten parts are overlapping. Another challenge to the
already existing methods and models is the special characteristics

https://www.fiz-karlsruhe.de/en/forschung/wiedergutmachung
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of the archival documents compared to modern documents. To the
knowledge of the authors, there is no available dataset which
contains historical archival records and their corresponding labels
for text type identification.
An additional performance factor arises from the media
representation of the records. For example, the archival records of
the WGM have been digitised by scanning of either physical
records (see Fig. 1) or microfilms (see Fig. 2). When microfilming,
original records are scaled down and decolourized, which causes
information loss and may influence the performance of the text
separation system. Adding training data from different media types
might result in an improvement of text type identification in
historical records represented on different media types.

Figure 2. A sample from “Wiedergutmachung” microfilm documents, with
overlapping machine printed and handwritten text

In this paper, the WGM-SYN, a new artificial pixel-level
annotated dataset created from historical archival documents is
presented. Furthermore, the WGM-MOD, a new model for
identification of printed and handwritten text trained on
WGM-SYN dataset is introduced. This model is tested and
compared with the state-of-the-art, in two different evaluation
scenarios. Both the WGM-SYN dataset and the WGM-MOD
trained on this data are made publicly available and can be found
on GitHub.2
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: The
Related Work section presents an overview of existing literature on
separation of machine-printed and handwritten text and points out
the gaps in this research area. Section Text Type Identification and
Separation in Archival Documents describes the main
contributions of the paper in more detail. First, the procedure for
creating the WGM-SYN dataset is explained and then, the model
architecture and experiment settings are described. In the Results
section, the two evaluation scenarios and the achieved results are
presented and discussed. Finally, Conclusion and Future Work
summarises the achievements of this paper and highlights the next
steps.

2

Related Work
Traditional approaches for text type identification and
separation include algorithms based on Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) that differ mostly
on the level of separation. For example, in [4] the separation is
conducted on the line level, and in [2] and [3] on the word level.
These approaches are predicated on the visual impressions and
structural features of text components. However, they do not cover
cases where printed and handwritten texts overlap.
Recent solutions for the text segmentation task at the level of
pixels imply methods based on deep neural networks [5-9].
Providing pixel-level labels, these methods allow separation of
printed and handwritten components, even in case of overlappings.
In [8], the first pixel-level separation method based on end-to-end
learning of a CNN was proposed. To alleviate the class imbalance
problem that occurs as the number of background pixels is much
larger than the foreground, a new loss function considering class
frequencies and sample difficulties was introduced. To compensate
for the lack of an appropriate pixel-level annotated dataset, the
authors proposed a data synthesis method that provides pixel-level
annotations and overlappings of different text types. In [9] a
lightweight Fully Convolutional Network (FCN-light)
was
introduced, which aims at solving the problem of printed and
handwritten text identification in the overlapping parts of scanned
documents. For training this model, modern documents that
contain a mix of machine-printed and handwritten text were used.
However, only 9.84% of the documents contained overlapping
text. FCN-light results in 0.85 total mean Intersection over Union
(IoU), when tested on modern documents with simple layouts, but
underperforms when applied on images with different formats and
layouts [9]. IoU is the standard performance measure that is
commonly used for any image segmentation problem [10].
Training a network for the pixel-wise separation task requires
data with pixel-level annotations. IAM [11] and CVL [12] are two
datasets, which provide XML metadata that can be used to create
pixel-level annotations for document images. Using this XML
data, pixel-level annotated masks containing information on
whether the text is handwritten or machine-printed can be created.
Both IAM and CVL datasets contain a block of machine-printed
text, followed by the handwritten version of the same text. For the
machine-printed texts the same font and size were used over all
pages. On the other hand, the parts generated by hand were written
by a variety of writers. Even though these two datasets contain a
mix of machine-printed and handwritten text, they still lack parts
where the two text types are overlapping. On the other hand, the
simple layout and clean background of the documents in these
datasets are not representative of historical archival records.
Crowdsourcing transcription of archival materials has recently
become a solution to the problem of information extraction from
challenging archival materials [13-15], the quality control of
automatic information extraction [16], and the need for greater
public engagement with archives. However, due to data privacy
issues, public access to some archival records, including the
records of the WGM is restricted. Thus, transcription and
information extraction in these documents cannot benefit from
crowdsourcing efforts without data anonimisation.

https://github.com/ISE-FIZKarlsruhe/Wiedergutmachung
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Text Type Identification and Separation in
Archival Documents
In this section, the main contributions of the paper are
presented. First, the process of synthesising an artificial dataset
using historical archival documents is described. Following the
dataset description, the model architecture and experiment settings
are presented.

each class, the weighted loss function is chosen to account for the
class imbalance problem.
The classification pipeline also includes a dense Conditional
Random Field (CRF) in the post-processing step, at which the label
assigned to a pixel at a particular location could change based on
the labels of its adjacent pixels. CRFs are a type of graphical
probabilistic model used for labelling sequential data with
dependencies between samples [18]. There are multiple types of
CRF models such as Linear CRFs, Grid CRFs, Skip-Chain CRF
and Dense CRFs [19]. In dense or fully connected CRFs, every
node is connected to n-1 nodes, i.e, all nodes in the image are
connected to every other node. Due to the fully connected
structure, this is the best possible CRF to be applied to an image
segmentation process. Applying CRFs, label agreement between
similar pixels is maximised by assigning pixels with similar
features to the same predicted class [20].

Figure 3. The workflow of the dataset synthesis process

WGM-SYN dataset. To solve the task of pixel-wise
identification of handwritten and printed text and due to the lack of
pixel-level annotated historical data, an artificial dataset, called
WGM-SYN, based on the pipeline proposed by [8] is synthesised.
The basis of this dataset is a subset of historical archival records
from the “Pilotprojekt zur Wiedergutmachung”. The subset
consists of scans of 150 original archival documents in colour and
153 black-and-white microfilms, with different layouts such as
forms filled out by hand, typewritten certificates, testimonies and
declarations. The scanned documents are manually annotated using
VOTT3, an open-source image annotation tool. The regions
containing only one type of text, i.e., printed or handwritten, are
extracted, resulting in 117 images of handwritten and 320 images
of printed text extracted from microfilm scans, and 202 images of
handwritten and 447 images of printed text extracted from colour
scans. In order to remove microfilm noise created by lighting
conditions and background artefacts which could result in
inaccuracies in the labels, all images are binarised using the
document enhancement method proposed at [17]. After
binarisation, machine-printed and handwritten images are merged
together to create black and white artificial crops with mixed and
overlapping printed and handwritten text. Ground truth labels for
these crops are created by channel-wise concatenation of the same
binarised images. The data synthesis pipeline results in 3,764
different crops of size 256×256, containing handwritten and
printed text, and their corresponding pixel-level annotations with
three colour-coded tags — green for handwritten, red for printed
and blue for background. Figure 4 shows three samples from this
synthesised dataset and their ground truth annotations.
WGM-MOD model architecture. Following the
architecture of [9], the WGM-MOD model architecture is a
variation of the FCN-8 architecture [5], with 294,952 parameters to
learn. This model
has been trained on 3,335 crops from
WGM-SYN for 50 epochs. The loss function is weighted
categorical cross entropy with pre-set values for the weights
(w=[0.4, 0.5, 0.1] for printed, handwritten and background
respectively). Since there is a variable number of samples from
3

https://github.com/microsoft/VoTT
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Figure 4. The artificially synthesised image crops and their corresponding
pixel-level annotations with three labels - blue for background, green for
handwritten and red for printed text

Intrinsic and Extrinsic Model Evaluation
In this section, the performance of the WGM-MOD is
compared to the baseline model, FCN-light, in two different
evaluation scenarios. In an intrinsic evaluation, the Intersection
over Union (IoU) is used as a measure for performance evaluation,
using an unseen subset of synthesised data for testing.
Furthermore, a subsequent OCR task is conducted to observe the
impact of text separation with the new model on OCR
performance.
IoU evaluation. The performance of the two models,
FCN-light and WGM-MOD are evaluated on 429 crops from
WGM-SYN’s test set. The results of the evaluation are shown in
Table 1. The obtained results show a considerable improvement in
the identification of printed and handwritten text using the model
trained with WGM-SYN. Figure 5 presents the results of
pixel-wise classification of sample crops from the test set using the
two models, as well as the ground truth.
The relatively low IoU scores compared to the 0.85 total
mean IoU reported at [9] can be attributed to the complex nature of
the synthetic data and the great amount of overlappings in
WGM-SYN in comparison with text overlappings in the data used
in [9].
The CRF post-processing step does not improve the
performance of any of the models, but still, proves useful in
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homogenising clusters of pixels, and therefore, improving the
performance of the subsequent OCR task on the separated text
layers, as discussed in the next paragraph.
Table 1. Results achieved by FCN-light and WGM-MOD with and
without CRF post-processing
FCNlight

FCN-light
+CRF

WGMMOD

WGM-MOD
+CRF

Mean printed IoU

0.24

0.11

0.42

0.41

Mean handwritten IoU

0.26

0.23

0.36

0.32

Mean background IoU

0.72

0.72

0.74

0.74

Total mean IoU

0.41

0.36

0.50

0.49

WGM-MOD can be seen in Table 2. The significantly increased
OCR performance on the separated machine-printed layers with
WGM-MOD indicates a more accurate identification of the
machine-printed and handwritten pixels by this model.
To observe the reported performance improvement on the real
archival documents, the results of the separation task performed on
the document crop in Figure 2 by the two models are provided in
Figure 6.

Figure 5. Results of pixel-wise classification of two synthesised crops with
FCN-light (left) and WGM-MOD (middle), and the ground truth (right)

OCR evaluation. To measure the performance of the models
on real archival documents, an extrinsic OCR evaluation has been
performed
on
30
historical
documents
from
the
“Wiedergutmachung” project. The ground truth for these
documents have been created, including tags for the
machine-printed and handwritten parts of the documents, by
archivists at the State Archives of Baden-Württemberg. An extrinsic
evaluation scenario is required since creation of pixel-level labels
for original documents is unrealistic and labour-intensive.
Therefore, instead of an IoU evaluation with real documents, the
OCR performance is measured on the resulting separated
machine-printed layers of the real documents.
After separation of machine-printed layers using FCN-light
and WGM-MOD, OCR transcripts have been made for these layers
using Transkribus4. Finally, these transcripts have been compared
against the ground truth transcripts, with PRImA Text Eval 1.55
tool and using Flexible Character Accuracy as a
reading-order-independent OCR performance measure [7].
The results of the OCR evaluation for the machine-printed
pixels separated from the documents using FCN-light and
4
5

Figure 6. Results of the separation task performed on the document crop in
Figure 2 by the the FCN-light model (top) and the WGM model (bottom) with
the CRF post-processing step

Table 2. OCR performance on printed-pixel-separated layers of
30 Wiedergutmachung documents using FCN-light and
WGM-MOD, with and without CRF post-processing

Mean OCR

FCN-light

FCN-light
+CRF

WGM-MOD

WGM-MOD
+CRF

0.588

0.465

0.672

0.723

https://readcoop.eu/transkribus
https://www.primaresearch.org/tools/PerformanceEvaluation
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Conclusions and Future Work
The results of the experiments on artificial and real
documents show that creation of the WGM-SYN dataset and
combining it with the FCN-light architecture, increases the
performance of the state-of-the-art system for separation of
machine-printed and handwritten text in historical archival
documents. The performance improvement is even more
significant in the downstream task of Optical Character
Recognition (OCR), which is the goal in many of the projects with
archival historical documents as input. As can be seen in Figure 2,
the peculiarities of historical documents such as tinted ink and old
fonts, e.g. typewriter fonts, create challenges for a model trained
on modern documents, but can be handled by a model trained on
historical data.
As part of future work, the amount of training data and its
variety will be increased to include more font and handwriting
styles. Using the data synthesis method, a larger amount of data
can be augmented by resizing, translating and rotating the text
images, to an extent that doesn’t make the artificial data look
unrealistic. On the other hand, in order to increase the amount of
ground truth data for the evaluation process, crowdsourcing tools
and frameworks will be considered, for whole or cropped
documents which do not include sensitive information to comply
with data privacy agreements.
One further step in recognition and separation of text types
includes recognition of stamps, since they cannot be placed in the
two classes of handwritten and printed text. Information in stamps
is particularly interesting in WGM, since they indicate dates and
offices involved in the processing of reparation cases. It has been
noticed that the current model has difficulties classifying stamp
pixels, with a tendency to recognise round stamps as handwritten
text and stamps in a rectangular frame as printed text (see Fig. 7).
This can be explained by the similarity of the round stamps with
curves to handwritten text and vice versa. However, in order to
increase the accuracy of the separation task, a stamp detection
module will be added to the separation pipeline.

resources and authority files [22]. Ultimately, this effort will give
previously hidden insights about one of the darkest passages of
human history and reveal stories that may otherwise be forgotten.
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